SPARC Getting Started Guide
Part 3: Weapon Systems
The sport is called robot combat, so it is inevitable that weapon systems will be discussed. The weapon
types commonly found on fighting robots can be broken out into two major categories, non-kinetic
energy weapons and kinetic energy weapons. Non-kinetic energy weapons are generally more focused
on control of the opponent over outright damage, though these systems can and do often cause serious
damage. Kinetic energy weapons use the high speed movement of either the entire robot or a
subsystem of it to cause damage. While non-kinetic energy weapons may sound safe or safer all of these
weapon types can be dangerous and should be treated with respect.

Non-Kinetic Energy Weapons
Rammer

Photo courtesy of Michael Mauldin
Ramming robots are the most basic design in robot combat. A ramming robot relies purely on the
strength and power for success. Ramming robots often incorporate spikes or heavy chunks of metal on
the front of the robot. Spikes on a ramming robot are normally intended to penetrate the armor of the
opposing robot. Ramming robots with simple metal chunks on the front of the robot use their drive
power to drive their opponents into the walls or any hazards in the arena. Strong rammers are
sometimes capable of breaking spinning weapons. They all have one thing in common, they are very
hard to immobilize. They are often invertible, durable, and have powerful drive systems.
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Wedge
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Wedge robots are similar to ramming robots. They share the need for a powerful drive system, a strong
chassis, and good armor. Wedge robots are among the most common types of robot in robot combat
today. Many robots incorporate a wedge into the design in some form. For some, it’s the backup plan if
the weapon fails. For other robots, the wedge acts as part of the weapon, be it leading into spinning
blades, or a hiding place for a powerful lifting arm. These robots are all about mechanical advantage.
They get under their opponent and use their drive power to flip them or shove them at high speeds into
an obstacle like a rammer.
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Lifter
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Lifting robots can be viewed as the next step up from a wedge robot. They perform essentially the same
function. They both make the drive system of the other robot ineffective. There are a few different
methods of constructing lifting arms.
The most basic is pushing or rotating a single hinged piece of metal. It is very effective in its simplicity.
For this style of lifting arm, linear actuators are often used. Linear actuators act like pneumatic pistons,
but slower and often in a lighter package.
Another popular lifting system uses a four bar linkage. This system allows the bar to lift and push at the
same time. It also lets the arm tuck nicely back into a flat chassis. This system has proven extremely
effective when built properly.
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Some lifters drive the arms with an electric motor. With that system, the arm is attached to a rotating
shaft. The shaft has a sprocket or gear on it which is driven by an electric motor. These systems require
heavy gear reduction to be effective.
Hydraulic lifting arms have sometimes been used, but are uncommon in combat robotics. They are
usually too heavy and slow for most applications of this nature. Hydraulics are best suited for systems
that require large amounts of torque and not much speed.
Lifting arms require a very strong drive and chassis system to be effective. If it cannot take the abuse a
more aggressive weapon can deliver while the lifter is trying to get under its opponent, it will not be
successful.
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Flipper

Photo courtesy of Will Thomas
Flipping robots are essentially lifters run at much higher speeds. Flipping robots normally use
pneumatics to power their arms due to the high flow rates achievable in pneumatic systems.
Pneumatics can be used in any lifting system that can be operated by an extending rod. Flipping robots
are able to throw their opponents into the air, possibly dislodging vital components or causing them to
land in a manner that would prevent them from driving. Flipping mechanism normally require more
weight than a lifter, as more power is needed to send a robot into the air than to tip it.
A prominent flipping system in European robots has the piston attached to a hinged plate that fires out
of a wedge shaped chassis. The plate is hinged at the bottom, which causes the swing of the plate to not
only lift the opponent but toss it away from the flipper robot.
Another common flipping arm is hinged at the back of the robot. It extends to the front, and then bends
down to meet the ground with some means of getting under another robot attached. The pneumatic
piston is either mounted vertically or in a position that when the piston has reached maximum
extension it will be vertical. This reduces the loss of force due to leverage some other systems have,
allowing for a very powerful throw. These flipping arms tend to throw the opponent vertically and often
spinning into the air.
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Grabber
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Grabbing robots are a variation of the basic lifter. Grabbing robots use some sort of device to get a hold
of their opponent which allows them to manipulate the opposing robot in ways that other types are not
able to. While some grabbing robots do not use a lifting mechanism in conjunction with their grabbing
mechanism the two work together well.
Most arenas used today do not have dangerous hazards in them, but grabbers could still be used to
remove your opponent from a match by putting them over an arena barrier or into a pit.
Grabbers are a good option against many opponents in the right arena. They do have one major
weakness, however. If they face a robot with a spinning weapon mounted in an area the grabber tries to
pass through, there is a very good chance that their grabbing mechanism will be forcefully removed
from the rest of the robot, making its primary mode of combat inoperable.
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Crusher
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Crushing weapons can be very devastating when used properly. They are not nearly as common as
spinning or flipping weapons, but are on par with them when you look at damage potential and combat
effectiveness.
Crushing arms are normally powered by hydraulic systems or high torque linear actuators. They tend to
be slow, but extremely powerful. The goal of a crusher is to penetrate the armor of its opponent and dig
the arm into some vital component of the opponent. Even if, after achieving penetration, nothing vital
was hit, they still have a very firm grasp on their opponent. They can take them into any arena hazards
or just drive them into the wall.
An effective crushing robot needs to have an agile drive system, a solid chassis and a strong arm. Due to
the nature of the crushing robot, it needs to be able to get to the weak points on its opponents to be
effective. The forces that are put into the chassis by the crushing arm are enough to warp a weak frame.
A solid frame for the area that this force is transmitted into is vital.
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Kinetic Energy Weapons
Hammer

Photo courtesy of Al Kindle
Hammer robots have a many options when determining how to operate their hammer. Many different
power sources are capable of powering an effective hammer.
The most basic method of actuating a hammer is to directly attach the piston to the hammer arm. This
system makes it difficult to get a large swing angle but allows for a light weapon drive. This method has
been used on many top hammer robots. The simplicity of this system makes it an easy hammer design
to start with.
Rack and pinion hammer systems are somewhat heavier, but have a major advantage over them. These
hammers can swing 180 degrees or more. The only rotational limit is the rack and pinion setup itself and
the stroke of the piston pulling the rack. Adjustment of the gears in the rack allow for precise control of
the arms swing.
Spring fired hammers use powerful coiled springs to shoot the hammer downward onto the opponent,
then a heavily geared down electric motor to retract the hammer and ready it for the next swing. The
spring can generate a great amount of power, but this weapon system is much slower than many of the
other options for powering a hammer weapon.
Running the hammer directly off a motor is a simple method for making a hammer robot. Many of these
systems are chain driven to achieve the proper speed and reduce the stress on the shaft of the motor
driving it. Motor driven hammers tend to be fast but not as powerful as pneumatic hammers.
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Thwack
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There are two types of ‘thwack’ robots. One is a horizontal thwack robot. The other is an overhead
thwack robot. Both types have been effective in combat, but horizontal thwackbots are more common
as they tend to be easier to make.
Overhead thwack robots have the entire main body of the robot rotate with the hammer. This means
that the majority of the mass must be contained within the diameter of the wheels. The striking object
tends to be light because a heavy weapon would be much harder to flip over the top of the robot.
Properly balancing the rotating body of the robot is essential to getting a good swing. Swinging the
weapon is achieved by quickly reversing the direction of travel and using that torque to rotate the body
180 degrees.
The other type of thwack robot spins its entire body horizontally to cause damage. The impact points on
the robot can be connected directly to the body of the robot or a mass can be attached to the end of a
pole. Both methods have been effective in the past. The main difficulty with this design is that
translational movement while the weapon is active is difficult. There are solutions to this, though. Most
systems that attempt to fix this problem rapidly adjust the speed of individual wheels to cause it to
slowly move in the desired direction.
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Vertical Spinner
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Vertical spinners come mostly in two varieties, bar and disk. Both do basically the same thing. The idea
with a vertical spinner is to use the ground to your advantage. When a spinning object hits a robot, half
the energy goes to each robot. Vertical disks use the ground to absorb that energy while the opponent
only has its weight to resist the force. Vertical spinners require a lot of strength in the frame that
supports the weapon to avoid damage during impacts. Many vertical spinners have a support going
down from the shaft of the spinning disk to help absorb the impact.
Vertical spinners are prone to gyroscopic issues when turning. If you try to turn too quickly with a
vertical spinner, it may tip to one side. You risk either flipping over or losing traction as the wheels are
lifted off the ground. The hazard here is that when you are doing this, the other robot is able to better
position itself for a counter attack. Vertical spinners tend to have wide drive systems to counteract this
force.
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Drum/Beater
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Drum weapons are the cousin of the vertical disk. Unlike vertical disks, drums tend to have a fairly small
diameter. They are also normally very wide, often covering the majority of one side of a robot.
Gyroscopic forces become less of an issue with the drum design. They also have a much wider impact
area. Drums are often spun at a higher rpm than other spinners. Drum robots don’t rely on one big hit.
Drums are meant to get to speed quickly and hit many times in rapid succession.
A common drum variant, referred to as an ‘eggbeater’ removes the drum portion of the design, using
just the impact bars and supports in the structure of the weapon.
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Horizontal Spinner
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The horizontal spinner is a wide category. It includes shell spinners, overhead spinners, front mounted
spinners, and undercutters.
Shell spinners have a rotating mass that surrounds the chassis of the robot. These spinners develop a
high amount of kinetic energy when spinning due to the large mass of the spinning object. The shells
also double as a kinetic armor when the weapon is operational. Shell spinners are most effective when
the shell is short in height. A low center of gravity keeps them stable after powerful impacts.
Overhead spinners normally use bars. This weapon is not as powerful as a shell spinner, but it is easier
to build and weighs less. The weight savings allow for a stronger drive system or frame. The simplicity
makes it an easier project for a new robot builder. These weapons, when used right, can be extremely
effective.
Front mounted spinning weapons are almost identical to overhead spinners. Instead of having the blade
on the top of the robot, it is mounted into a frame that comes out one side of the robot. This allows the
blade to be lower to the ground and the robot that wields it to be taller without losing effectiveness.
Undercutters do just what the name implies. The idea with this weapon is to remove the wheels and
anything else sticking out the bottom of the opposing robot. Undercutter blades ride close to the
ground, which makes them difficult to avoid in a match. The blades often have a material beneath the
bar to prevent them from hitting the arena floor.
All horizontal spinners have problems with over and under-steering. When you spin a large mass at a
high velocity it causes the chassis to want to rotate. The rotation of the weapon will cause the robot to
turn much faster in one direction and have trouble turning the other. It will also have some difficulties
driving in a straight line.
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